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Scaling in Heavy-Fermion Systems
3. D. T h o m p s o n ~ J. M. L a w r e n c e *

a n d Z. F i s k

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 875.~5
9Department of Physics, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717

Ambient pressure characteristics of heavy-fermion compounds, such as the ratio
of the low temperature magnetic susceptibility to the electronic specific heat coefficient 7 and a simple relationship between the T2-coefficienl of resistivity and 72, suggest that a single-energy scale To dictates the physics of these materials. Such is the
case .for Kondo-impurily systems to which heavy-fermions are related. We consider
the consequences of assuming that the electronic free energy is given by a universal
function ofT~To(V) where V is the molar volume. We show that volume-dependent
magnetic susceptibility, specific heat and electrical resistivity of some heavy-fermion
compounds scale as T/To(V), at least over a range in pressures and temperatures.
A further consequence of the principle assumption is that Gruneisen parameters
defined as O I n X / O l n V , where X is some physical property, should be identical
for all properties and equal to that determined from electronic contributions to the
volume-thermal expansion coefficient and specific heat. In several materials, this
equality holds, at least approximately. Although evidence is found for single-energy
scaling in heavy-fermion materials, we cannot conclude unambiguously that the basic
assumption is correct in detail.
PACS numbers: 71.27. + a, 71.28. 4- d, 75.20 Hr, 62.50 4- p.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Thermodynamic properties of a Kondo impurity are determined by a singleenergy scale, the Kondo temperature TK. This characteristic of Kondo-impurity systems follows because the electronic free energy Fe is a universal function of the ratio
T / T K , i.e. Fe = - N k B T f ( T / T K ) . I If the volume dependence of Fe comes only from
the volume dependepce of TK, i.e. Fe(T, V) = F,(T/TK(V)), then by Maxwell's relations electronic contributions to the volume-thermal expansion coefficient fie and
specific heat Cp are simply related through fie = f2eCp/VBT, where V is the volume,
BT is the isothermal bulk modulus, and ~2e is the electronic Gruneisen parameter 2
given by fie = - O l n T K / O l n V. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the volume dependence of TK through measurements of fie and Cp at 1 bar, provided V and BT
are known. Measurements of the pressure derivatives of the Sommerfeld coefficient
7 = Cp/T, low temperature magnetic susceptibility X and the electrical resistivity p
59
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also permit determination of the Gruneisen parameter through their simple relationship to TK, namely 7 ~ 1/TK, X ~ 1/TK and p = p(0)(1 - A T 2) with A ~ 1lTd.
That is, if we define parameters f2c -= O l n T / a l n V , f2x = Olnx(O)/OlnV and
fla =. 1/201nA/Oln V, then f2c = f2• = f2A = fie. In principle, equality of these
Gruneisen parameters could be determined experimentally, but this has not been
done. The reason is that in the impurity limit, i.e. parts per million impurities
embedded in a non-magnetic host, the pressure dependence of the impurity contribution is dominated by that of the host material so that one has to subtract
two comparable values, which can lead to substantial error. The only systematic
study of Kondo-impurity Gruneisen parameters has come from pressure-dependent
resistivity measurements. Schilling3 has shown for dilute Ce impurities in several
different non-magnetic hosts that ~'~A is very large, ranging from 29 to 134, and that
generally larger values of ftA correspond to smaller values of TK.
For heavy-fermion compounds, which contain a periodic array of ~ 1023 Ce, Yb
or U atoms, measurements of physical properties such as x(T), p(T) and the inelastic
neutron lineshape suggest that at moderately high temperatures these materials can
be treated as a collection of non-interacting Kondo impurities. 4 In the limit of very
low temperatures, several facts point to the dominance of a single-energy scale. One
is that the Wilson ratio R, which is the normalized ratio of X(0) to 7, is very close
to unity 5 for many heavy-fermion compounds and seldom exceeds two; hence, the
susceptibility and specific heat are equally enhanced by the many-body interactions
responsible for the heavy-fermion groundstate. The second is that the thermal
coefficient A of the resistivity (p(T) = p(O) + A T 2 for atomically ordered heavyfermions) is proportional to 72 for a large number of heavy-fermion-systems.6 These
facts can be understood by assuming that 7 ~ X(0) ~ l/To and A ,.. 1/T2o, i.e. a
single-energy scale To dominates at low temperature. For non-interacting Kondo
impurities, theory 7 predicts that the Wilson ratio is equal to 1 + (1/(N! - 1)) where
N! is the orbital degeneracy of the impurity; hence, R varies from 2 for s p i n - l / 2
to 1 for large N / . Because values of R for the compounds are comparable to this,
the interpretation is often given that the low temperature scale To is equal to the
single-ion Kondo temperature TK. Of course, it is clearly understood that the two
cases contain an essential difference: the resistivity for the impurity case decreases
from the low temperature value p(0) as p(T) = p(0)(1 - T I T S ) and p(0) is the
maximum allowed by the unitarity limit; whereas, for the compounds the resistivity
increases with temperature as p(0) + A T ~, where p(0) is a small value typical of
simple metals but A is larger by factors of 104 to 106 than found for electron-electron
scattering in simple metals. 4 An interpretation of this differences in behaviors is that
Bloch states are formed at low temperatures in heavy-fermions due to site-to-site
coherence in phase shifts produced by resonant scattering of conduction electrons
by the heavy-fermion f-spins. It seems likely that coherence may be mediated
by Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (I~KKY) interactions between partially Kondocompensated spins of the local-moment impurities. Although in particular materials
either Kondo-impurity or RKKY interactions may dominate, these two interactions
must be present, at a minimum, in materials containing a periodic array of Kondoions. 9 For RKKY interactions sufficiently strong relative to Kondo-like interactions,
the ground state of the lattice will be antiferromagnetic (or possibly ferromagnetic).
At the other extreme, Kondo compensation leads to a non-magnetic groundstate.
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For large Tg >> 100K this ground-state is typically mixed-valent; but for heavyfermions with TK << 100 K, antiferromagnetic correlations are present in the nonmagnetic groundstate. Indeed, heavy-fermion behavior typically occurs in a regime
where these two energy scales, TK and TRKKY, are comparable. Therefore, there
is no a priori justification for the assumption that a single-energy scale dominates
the thermodynamics of heavy-fermion compounds.
The contradiction between the belief that two energy scales should be present,
and the fact that the low temperature behavior of Cp, X and p appears to be
dominated by a single scale To, is only apparent. The general expectation 1~ is that
there exists a coherence temperature, Tcoh, which is set by an interplay between
TRKKY and TK, and below which the resistivity varies as A T ~ and the quantities
1/7, l/X(0) and 1/v/A are all proportional to a low temperature scale To. Antiferromagnetic correlations, when present, also should be important only at these low
temperatures. For higher temperatures, the single-ion temperature TK sets the
scale.
The central issue is whether To and TK are fundamentally different. If so, there
should be two observable ranges oftemperature, one where the electronic free energy
scales as - N k B T f ( T / T o ) and one where it scales as -NkBTf(T/TI,:). A clear signature that To and TK differ will be that the Gruneisen parameters - 0 In To/O In V
and --81nTK/81nV are not equal. If this occurs, we will speak of two-energy
scaling; but if the Gruneisen parameter has the same value at all temperatures, we
will say that the system exhibits single-energy scaling. Of course, to determine ft~,
phonon and crystal-field contributions will have to be determined and subtracted.
Nevertheless, because heavy-fermions are a dense lattice of Kondo ions, then unlike
the impurity case, the Gruneisen parameters are measurable, making possible a
quantitative test of the free-energy scaling assumption.
2. S C A L I N G O F P H Y S I C A L

PROPERTIES

There are three ways the Gruneisen parameter can be determined: (1) From
pressure-dependent measurements of X(0), 7 or p ~ A T 2 , f~x, ~ or f~A can be
determined in the T ~ 0 limit. (2) After subtraction of phonons and crystalfield effects, f~ can be determined as a function of temperature from the ratio
~(T)VBT/Cp(T). (3) In any temperature interval where X, P or Cp exhibit scaling
in the sense that data obtained at different pressures collapse onto a universal curve
fl can be determined over the temperature range where the data scale. In this
section we examine evidence for scaling in this latter sense, considering in turn the
susceptibility, resistivity and specific heat.
Figure l(a) shows the 4f contribution to the magnetic susceptibility of CeSn3
at several pressures plotted as a function of temperature) 1 At 1 bar the susceptibility has a maximum at Tm ~ 150 K. With increasing pressure Tm moves to higher
temperatures and x(T) decreases. As shown in Fig. l(b), if x(T) normalized to
its maximum value Xm =- X(Tm) is plotted as a function of reduced temperature
T/TIn(P), the data of Fig. l(a) collapse onto a single curve. Scaling of these data
holds very well except at the lowest temperatures and highest pressure and even here
deviation from a universal curve is less than 10%. For non-interacting Kondo impurities a maximum in X is expected, 12 provided the ground-state degeneracy N! is
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Fig. 1. (a)4f contribution to the magnetic susceptibility of CeSn3 at several pressures
plotted as a function of tempera.ture. The 1-bar susceptibility of LaSn3 has been subtracted
from these data and assumed to be pressure independent. Data are from Ref. 11. (b) Data
of (a), normalized to the value of X at Tin, where Tm is the temperature at which X is a
maximum, as a function of reduced temperature T/Tm.
greater than 2. In the absence of crystal-field splitting, the total angular momentum
of Ce3+ is J = 5/2, which is the case for CeSn3, and, therefore, N l = 2J § 1 = 6.
For this degeneracy Rajan 12 has shown that Tm "~ 1/3TK. The susceptibility thus
has the same form and exhibits the same scaling property expected of a single-ion
Kondo impurity with TK ~ 450 K. For the lower pressures, scaling appears to hold
from T = 0 to T = 2/3TK; for the highest pressure, single-energy scaling seems
to break down at approximately 0.1TK. However, exact behavior at the lowest
temperatures is subject to two uncertainties: it depends on assumptions concerning
subtraction of a Curie-like contribution arising from impurities and on the assumptions that the non-4f contribution can be estimated from the susceptibility of LaSn3
and that it is pressure independent,n Scaling below about 10 K is uncertain to the
extent these assumptions are uncertain.
Comparably good scaling of pressure-dependent susceptibility data is found 13
for YbCuA1 (N = 8) in which T , , ( P = O) = 27K, although again scaling
is somewhat uncertain below 0.5T,,~. In this ease, though, OTm/OP < 0 and
Ox(T = O)/OP > 0. As will be discussed later, opposite pressure dependencies
of physical properties of Ce- and Yb-based heavy-fermion compounds are a general
feature that can be understood qualitatively from pressure-induced enhancement of
4f-conduction electron hybridization in Ce compounds but reduced hybridization in
Yb materials.
The heavy-fermion superconductor UPt3 also exhibits a maximum in susceptibility near 18 K for a magnetic field applied in the basal plane of the hexagonal
crystals, Fig. 2(a). For fields along the c-axis, x ( T ) is only weakly temperature
dependent. 14 The origin of the basal-plane maximum most likely arises from antiferromagnetic correlations that appear to be responsible for a metamagnetic transition which occurs at 21T. 15 Figure 2(a) shows that this maximum moves to higher
temperatures and the magnitude of x ( T ) decreases with increasing pressure. As
with CeSn3, plotting X/X,-n versus T / T , , scales the pressure-dependent data onto a
single curve (Fig. 2(b)). In this case, no background contribution has been subtrac-
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Fig. 2. (a)Magnetic susceptibility of UPt3 obtained for a magnetic field of 5 T applied
in the hexagonal basal plane. Data from Ref. 14. (b) Data from (a) normalized to the
maximum value of the susceptibility Xm versus T/Tm.
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Fig. 3. (a) Temperature-dependent resistivity of CeSn3 at several pressures. (b) Data
of (a) plotted as a function of reduced temperature T/To(P), where To(P) is the inverse
square root of the T2-coefficient of resistivity. Units for the abscissa are (/~f~cm)1/2.

ted but presumably it is relatively small compared to the 5f contribution. Scaling
holds very well over a range 0.3 T m < T < 3 Tin. Because the resistivity of UPt3
varies as T z only below about 2 K, it is not known whether susceptibility scaling
extends into the fully coherent regime.
Like UPt3, CeRu~Si2 also exhibits a metamagnetic transition, only at a
field, 8T, applied along the tetragonal c-axis. 16 Inelastic neutron-scattering
experiments 1T show that this metamagnetic transition arises from field-induced
collapse of intersite magnetic correlations that are incommensurate with the crystal lattice. The proximity to this transition produces a maximum in the c-axis
susceptibility near Tm = 10K that is shifted to higher temperatures and becomes less pronounced with applied pressure} 8 Mignot el al. 19 have found that these
pressure-dependent data also scale simply onto a universal curve, as discussed for
CeSn3, with scaling observed over the range 0.2Tin < T < 4Tin. It is significant
that, unlike CeSn3, the groundstate of CeRu2Si2 is only doubly degenerate. Therefore, scaling of magnetic susceptibility exists in Ce-based heavy-fermion compounds
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irrespective ofgroundstate degeneracy as well as in Yb- and U-based systems. It also
occurs for very different groundstates: mixed valence or heavy-fermions with strong
antiferromagnetic correlations. However, for the latter case the question remains
whether scaling is valid at temperatures (of order 0.1 Tin) where the existence of a
T 2 variation in the resistivity indicates a fully coherent groundstate; hence, it is not
established whether single-energy scaling of the susceptibility is valid for this case,
as it appears to be for CeSn3.
Given the observations that the T2-coefficient of resistivity is proportioned to
72 and that the Wilson ratio is near unity for a large number of heavy-fermion
compounds, we expect scaling for the low temperature resistivity of these materials. Shown in Fig. 3(a) is the temperature-dependent resistivity of CeSn3 at various
pressures. Between approximately 20 and 50 K the resistivity varies as p(0) -4-AT 2.
Defining To = 1 / v ~ ( T 0 ~ 30 K), we test for scaling by plotting p vs. T/To in
Fig. 3(b). Scaling is valid below about 50 K, but deviations are observed at higher
temperatures and also at temperatures below about 20 K (Fig. 4(a)). The latter can
be seen (Fig. 4(5)) to be related to the fact that below 20 K p(T) = p(O)+bT 3. This
T 3 behavior is not expected for a heavy-mass Fermi Liquid and is not understood.
(We have observed it at P = 0 for polycrystalline samples having a range of stoichiometries between CeSn2.90 and CeSn3.05 and have determined that the coefficient
b is independent of magnetic field in the range 0 - 8 Tesla). There could be several
reasons for deviations from scaling above 50 K: (1) At intermediate temperatures
phonons should begin to contribute non-trivially to conduction-electron scattering.
This contribution has not been subtracted from the data. (2) Non-isobaric conditions arise above ~ 50 K due to thermal expansion of the sample and of pressure-cell
components. (This,' of course, is also a factor for susceptibility measurements made
over a wide temperature interval but does not appear to have a significant effect
on susceptibility sealing, vis-a-vis Fig. l(b)). (3) Resistivity is not a thermodynamic quantity, and, therefore, scaling is not expected on the basis of our assumption
about the electronic free energy. Scaling is only inferred from the linear relationship
between A and 7 ~ and at the most then we should expect single-energy scaling only
over that temperature range where the resistivity varies quadratically with tern-
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perature. This appears to be the case in UPt3 for which scaling the temperature
axis, as for CeSn3, results in a universal curve 2~ only at the lowest temperatures
where p c< 7 2. See Fig. 5. Scaling to higher temperatures is possible if phonon
contributions are at least qualitatively taken into account. 21
Several examples indicate that resistivity scaling can be found over a much
wider temperature range. Figure 6(a) gives the temperature-dependent resistance
of CeCu6 at pressures between 1 bar and 17.4 kbar. 22 The pronounced maximum in
p(T), near T m = 15 K at atmospheric pressure, is common to several heayy-fermion
materials having very large Sommerfeld coefficients and is believed1~ to represent
the cross-over from the high temperature regime where the scattering is dominated
by non-interacting Kondo impurities to a low temperature regime in which the scattering becomes more coherent from site-to-site. At still higher pressures, Fig. 6(b),
there is a qualitative change in the shape of p(T) that most likely reflects a change
in groundstate degeneracy, from N! = 2 at 1 bar to N! = 6 at the highest pressures,
as T,~ exceeds the crystal-field splitting between the ground and first excited level
which at 1 bar is only 65 K. (It should be noted that there is also a strongly pressure dependent orthorhombic-to-monoclinic structural transition that complicates
this interpretation but this is probably a minor perturbation since the transition
does not manifest itself even in the 1-bar data.) At 122kbar, the resistivity of
CeCu6 resembles that of CeSn3 (Fig. 3(a)) and the T2-coefficients of resistivity
are quite comparable, which supports the change-in-degeneracy interpretation. To
demonstrate scaling for the data of Fig. 6, the resistance is divided by its value
at Tm and plotted versus T/T,n. This collapses the data onto a single curve for
0.1 T m < T < 4 T,,~. As found by Yomo et al., 23 scaling at high temperatures begins
to break down with increasing pressure and, further, the data of Fig. 6(b) fall onto
two distinct curves, one for P < 57kbar and another for higher pressures as shown
in Fig. 7. The loss of high temperature scaling at intermediate pressures may be
due to a mixture of scattering processes, one intrinsic to the development of heavy
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quasiparticles (i.e. Kondo and RKKY interactions) and another reflecting the role
of crystalline electric fields. That two separate scaling curves appear, with a clear
break occurring between 57 and 73 kbar where there is also distinct change in p(T),
implies that the functional form of the scaling depends on groundstate degeneracy.
Although there are no other clear examples of this behavior, scaling of the
pressure-dependent resistivity in the form R/Rm vs. T/Tm has been observed la
in several other heavy-fermion compounds, such as UBe13, YbAgCu4, CeCu~Si2
(provided crystal-field effects are considered), URu~Si2, and possibly YbCu~Si2 and
YbRh2Si~. Given the rather broad spectrum of materials and associated heavyfermion behavior for which resistance scaling is found (compounds with Sommerfeld
coefficients ranging from 50 to 1600mJ/mole K s, with degeneracy N = 2 as well
as mixed-valent compounds with N = 6 or 8, Ce and U compounds where the
characteristic temperature, as measured by Tm or 1/yrA, increases with pressure
and Yb compounds where it decreases with pressure), it appears to be a very general
characteristic. However, whether single-energyscaling is valid for T < Tcoh as well as
T > Teoh is less clear since scaling is typically determined over limited temperature
or pressure ranges. To some extent this reflects inattention to experimental details,
i.e. accounting for phonon and/or crystal-field contributions, use of non-isobaric
and non-hydrostatic conditions, etc. A further complication arises from a significant
anisotropy in transport properties found in some non-cubic heavy-fermion materials
that may be sensitive to volume changes, but that has not been considered in any
of the analyses.
Anisotropy is' not a factor in analyzing pressure-dependent specific heat. In
addition, for heavy-fermions phonon and crystal-field effects are generally insignificant below a few Kelvin. Therefore, if our assumption about the free energy scaling
is correct, we expect that the pressure-dependent specific heat should scale as Cp
versus T/To(P), where To is inversely proportional to the linear coefficient 7 of
specific heat. The low temperature specific heat of CeCu6 at various pressures ~4 is
plotted in Fig. 8(a). The coefficient 3" is strongly pressure dependent, decreasing
from 1.67J/mole K S at ambient pressure to one-half this value at 8.8 kbar. These
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data are replotted in Fig. 8(b) where now the temperature axis has been multiplied
by the linear specific heat coefficient appropriate to each applied pressure. These
data scale very nicely up to a value of T - 7 ~ 1, which corresponds to 0.6 K at ambient pressure and 1.2 K at 8.8 kbar. This temperature range includes and exceeds
that over which p c( T 2. The lack of scaling above T . 7 ~" 1 cannot be attributed to
phonon contributions because at these temperatures the specific heat of CeCu6 far
exceeds that of LaCu6. Given the large crystal-field splitting (65 K), it also seems
unlikely that deviations from scaling represent a crystal-field effect. Hence, it may
reflect a fundamental departure from single-energy scaling. The region over which
all the data collapse onto a single curve reflects the fact that the temperature interval where C cx T increases with pressure at the same rate T decreases with pressure.
That is, if 7(P) oc 1~To(P), then To(P) also sets the range over which C ~ T.
3. C O M P A R I S O N B E T W E E N E X P E R I M E N T S
PARAMETERS

AND GRUNEISEN

Strictly speaking, the hypothesis that the free energy scales as Fe =
will lead to relations only between fie, Cp and BT and hence
equality of Re, f c and fZ. By extending the hypothesis to include magnetic field (Fe = -NkBTf(T/To,H/Ho)) then equality of f • to fie will follow if
#Ho(V) cx kTo(V). This is valid for the Kondo impurity problem and seems to
be valid for most heavy-fermions as well. z3 Scaling of the resistivity, however, does
not follow from this assumption, again because it is not strictly a thermodynamic
quantity.
We have seen that the resistivity of CeCu6 scales as T/Tm where Tm is the
temperature of the resistivity maximum. Frequently it is assumed that Tm is pro-

-NkBTf(T/To)
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portional to To, where To is determined from the low temperature specific heat
through To cx 1/7. From these arguments, we expect 7 cx 1~Tin. For CeCu6
an approximately linear relationship is found 25 (Fig. 9) with logarithmic derivative OlnT/Oln(1/Tm) = 0.99. That this derivative is essentially unity implies
7 = constant~Tin, with intercept equal to 0 at Tm= oo. (A logarithmic derivative
identically unity is expected for a Kondo impurity for which 7 = (N! - 1)~r/6Tg.)
For CeCu6 the relationship To or T,n appears to be valid, but for other materials,
this logarithmic derivative differs substantially from unity: it is 0.7 for UBe13 and
1.9 for YbCu4.5, which suggests that Tm and To = 1/7 are not truly linearly related in these compounds. 13 (The derivative formally should equal the ratio f4/f~Tn,
where QTn is defined below. As can be seen from Table I, the value of this ratio
is 1.04, 0.61 and 2.09 for CeCu6, UBe13 and YbCu4.5, respectively.) A second assumption concerning the resistivity that can be examined from high pressure data
is whether ? ( P ) is proportional to ~ .
Taking the observation of Kadowaki
and Woods 6 that A = c72 + b, where c and b are constants independent of material, leads to 0 In 7 / 0 ]n ~ = 1 + b/c72. That is, larger T values should give a
logarithmic derivative closer to unity. From plots of 7(P) vs. ~
for UPt3
(7 "~ 450mJ/mole K 2) and UBe13 (7 ~ 1000mJ/mole K 2) we find 13 this derivative
to be 1.2 and 2.7, respectively. (This derivative should equal f4/f~A, which from
Table I is 1.0 and 3.7 in the two cases.) For UPt3 the value is essentially unity, but
for UBel3 it is not and suggests that ? and ~ are not simply related in UBe13.
From considering relationships among these characteristic scales, it is clear that
caution must be taken in equating them, which often has not been the case.
As discussed in the Introduction, a straightforward test of the scaling assumption for the electronic free energy is to examine the relationship between
Gruneisen parameters. Table I gives a compilation of Gruneisen parameters for
heavy-fermion compounds having a wide range of Sommerfeld coefficients. In addition to Gruneisen parameters mentioned in the Introduction, Table I includes
f2Tx = --0 In Tm/O In V, where Tm is the temperature at which the susceptibility
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Compound

7
[J/mole K2]

tic

fl•

fiT,

ftA

f~TR

f~

CeCu6
CePd3
CeSn3
CeCu2Si2
CePt2Si2
CeRu2Si2
YbCu4.5
YbCuA1
UA12
UBe13
UPt3
URu2Si2

1.67
0.035
0.04
1.00
nd
0.38
0.70
0.26
0.13
1.00
0.45
0.06

73
nd
nd
80
nd
nd
-23
-50
nd
63
59
36

nd
nd
9
nd
26
171
nd
-26
18
9
58
29

nd
nd
13
nd
nd
162
nd
-40
nd
nd
51
nd

nd
1.6
7
nd
60
177
< 0
nd
19
17
61
> 0

70
8.2
18
22
28
nd
-11
-32
22
103
76
19

80
10
10
54
nd
175
nd
-34
20
> 35
70
nd

Summary of Gruneisen parameters for several Ce-, Yb- and U-based heavy-fermion compounds. Entries from Ref. 13. Definitions: 7-Sommerfeld coefficient at 1 bar; f~c =
Oln y/Oln V; f~• = Oln x(O)/Oln V; f~T~ = -OlnTmx/Oln V; t2A = --Oln(1/V"-A)/Oln V;
f~TR =-OlnTmr
V; f~ = fl,VBT/Cv; nd-not determined.
is a maximum and flTR = - O l n T R / O l n V , where TR is either the temperature
at which the resistivity is a maximum or, if there is no resistance maximum, the
temperature where 02p/OT 2 changes sign. There are several points to make about
the entries in this table. (1) Gruneisen parameters of Ce- and U-based compounds
are positive, signifying an increase in the characteristic energy scale with pressure,
whereas just the opposite behavior is found for those compounds based on Yb. (2)
Except for UBe13 and CeCu2Si~, Gruneisen parameters for a given material do not
vary by more than -4-500/o from the average even though some parameters are determined at very low temperatures and others at one-to-two orders of magnitude
higher temperatures. In some cases, e.g. CeCu6, CeRu2Si2, UA12 and UPt3, agreement is substantially better than 4-50% and within experimental variation from
measurement to measurement. (3) Except for CeRu~Si~, there is a general trend
for the absolute value of Gruneisen parameters to increase with increasing electronic
specific heat coefficient 7.
There are several sources of uncertainty in the absolute values of f~. In part,
some of the variation may be caused by use of different samples for the different
measurements. In addition, gtc and Re are true volume measurements; whereas, fin
could be affected by crystallographic anisotropy in non-cubic materials (as could
~'~T• ~"~A and f~Tn). A further point to consider is that, in calculating electronic
contributions to the volume-thermal expansion coefficient and specific heat, background corrections should be applied. For large-')' materials, these corrections are
generally small but for others background subtraction can introduce greater uncertainty in the absolute value of fl~. Finally, Gruneisen parameters can be strongly
temperature dependent, 26 as shown for CeCu6 in Fig. 10. Strictly speaking, f~c, ft•
and f~e should be determined in the T --+ 0, P ---+0 limit and compared to determinations of ~T, and ~Tn, which are measured at higher temperature. For the values
included in Table I we have tried to use the lowest temperature data available and
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Fig. 9. Sommerfeld coefficient 7 as &function of 1/Tm for CeOus, where Tm is the temperature at which the resistance is a maximum. Pressure is the implicit variable. The solid
line gives a logarithmic derivative of 7 with respect to l/T,,, of 0.99.
have attempted to evaluate pressure derivatives in the P --* 0 limit. Even with
these precautions, the listings in Table I must be viewed with some caution.
There are several cases that deserve further comment and we begin with CeSn3.
As noted above, scaling of the susceptibility appears valid over an interval 30 <
T < 300 K. This is corroborated by the near-equality of fl• and ~Tx with fie = 10,
determined by comparing Cp and fie over the temperature range 4 - 300 K. These
results suggest single-energy scaling is valid both at moderately high temperatures,
where the electronic system behaves as non-interactingKondo impurities, and at low
temperatures where the 4f lattice is becoming coherent. This may reflect the absence
of strong antiferromagnetic correlations in the groundstate of this mixed-valence
compound. The resistivity also displays T/To scaling for 20 < T < 50 K, with ~TR
within 30% of the average value for ft. However, below 20 K the resistivity scaling
breaks down and p varies as T 3. Recalling that the susceptibility scaling is uncertain
at low T due to the background subtraction, we suggest that whether single-energy
scaling is truly valid at low temperatures warrants further investigation.
CeCue also appears to exhibit single-energy scaling. The resistivity for 4 <
T < 150K can be scaled onto a single curve as a function of T/T,~(P) for all
P < 50 kbar and the associated parameter ~TR = 70 agrees well with the value
tic = 73 determined from the low temperature (0.1 < T < 1K) T-linear specific
heat. The parameter ~e also has a value ~ 80 near 0.2 K. (Fig. 10) Interestingly,
single-energy scaling of the thermodynamics and transport occurs in the presence of
two energy scales in the neutron scattering, 17 a single-ion Kondo energy TK ~-- 5 K
and a scale of 2.5 K below which antiferromagnetic correlations develop. These correlations saturate below 1K, where the specific heat becomes linear in temperature.
In U P t 2 7 and CeRu2Si2,17 antiferromagnetie correlations between f-moments also
coexist with Kondo-like spin fluctuations, each with their own characteristic energy
scale. In spite of these two clearly defined scales, single-energy scaling is indicated
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Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of f~ (open circles) for CeOu6 calculated from the
data in Fig. S (a) by fitting the values of Cp/T at four temperatures to a functional form
7 = 70 exp(-f~P/B) Variation in f~ (open diamonds) for CeCu6 at low temperatures.
Data from Ref. 26

by the near equality of low temperature Gruneisen parameters tic, f/A and f~e with
the higher temperature parameter f~T~, which is associated with the proximity to a
metamagnetic transition at a field pHo ,~ kBTm. Also like CeCu6, antiferromagnetic correlations in CeRu~Si2 saturate at a temperature not far above that where Cp
is linear-in-T; however, in both cases p is quadratic in temperature only at much
lower temperatures.
However, in other materials there are interesting apparent exceptions to singleenergy scaling. CePds exhibits scaling of the resistivity above 50 K, but p is nearly
independent of pressure at lower temperatures. ~s This is reflected in the inequality
of ~A and f~Tn. There is substantial variation among Gruneisen parameters for
UBe13. Even the two thermodynamic parameters ~c and f~x differ by a factor of
seven. One interpretation of this is that the Wilson ratio increases with pressure,
which implies that UBe13 would be pushed toward a magnetic instability at high
pressures. Indeed, high pressure thermoelectric power measurements29 have been
interpreted as showing evidence for a magnetic transition at pressures near 67kbar,
but this is not reflected in the electrical resistance3~ and remains an open question.
In addition, flA is much smaller than the electronic parameters which, as mentioned
above, reflects the non-linear relation between ~ and 7. Finally, we emphasize
that CeRu2Si2 has an anomalously large value of 12 relative to 7 and is a marked
exception to the general trend among other compounds that f2 0r 7. We suggest
that the existence of the low field (8 T) metamagnetic transition in CeRu2Si2 places
it in proximity to a T = 0 fixed point, which may dominate the scaling31 and explain
the anomalously large Gruneisen parameters.
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4. SUMMARY

We have considered consequences of assuming that the electronic free energy
of heavy-fermion materials is a universal function of a volume-dependent energy
scale T0 which arises from the interplay between Kondo and RKKY interactions.
This basic assumption predicts that thermodynamically derived quantities should
scale as T/To(V) and that Gruneisen parameters for these quantities should be
equal. Further, from the observation that a variety of heavy-fermion compounds
at atmospheric pressure satisfy A ~ 72, single-energy scaling may apply as well to
the low temperature resistivity at temperatures where p c~ T ~. Scaling the volumedependent magnetic susceptibility and electrical resistivity as T/To(V) does indeed
produce a single curve over broad ranges of temperatures and pressures for several
heavy-fermion materials. However, similar scaling of the specific heat holds, at least
in CeCu6, for temperatures only between 60 mK and about 1 K; the significance of
deviations from scaling above 1K is unclear. The electronic specific heat coefficient is a linear function of 1/Tm(P) and ~
for several materials. For CeCu6,
0 ln7/(9 ln(1/Tm) is essentially unity. If Tm is proportional to the single-ion Kondo
energy TK, then -f is proportional to 1/TK which is somewhat surprising since 7 is
measured in a temperature range where antiferromagnetic correlations are clearly
observed in neutron scattering. In other compounds the logarithmic derivative of
7 with respect to either 1/Tm or ~ differs from unity by factors of two to three,
indicating that in these the pressure dependences of 1 / v ~ and Tm are not simply
proportional to To(P). Agreement among Gruneisen parameters, deduced from the
volume dependence of the magnetic susceptibility, electronic specific heat and electrical resistivity, is in several cases good (e.g. CeCu6, CeSn3, CeRu2Si~, UAl~ and
UPt3). In other compounds there appear to be significant deviations between low
temperature parameters ( ~c, 12x and ~A) and high temperature parameters (~Tx
and ~TR). For UBe13, ~x is much less than ~c, which may indicate an approach to a
magnetic instability at high pressure. CeCu6 is an interesting example where Gruneisen parameters determined at very low temperatures, i.e. ~c and ~e, agree with
l2Tn determined at much higher temperatures, yet f~e and f~ are strongly temperature dependent. Indeed, the free energy scaling assumption predicts a temperature
independent Gruneisen parameter ~ but this constancy has not been observed for
a single material; nevertheless, agreement among Gruneisen parameters deduced at
substantially different temperatures is often good.
These observations present a confusing picture. It seems that, if single-energy
scaling is a valid concept, the electronic system in some undefined way senses the
presence of both Kondo and RKKY interactions over wide temperature and pressure ranges such that it mimics a single-energy scale which becomes increasingly
well-defined at low temperatures. From one perspective, this interpretation could
be viewed as a restatement of the fundamental heavy-fermion problem: namely,
how are high temperature, local moment degrees of freedom transformed into a
band of strongly renormalized quasiparticles at low temperature? From another,
it is a stronger statement, namely, that this transformation proceeds in a specific
way such that the relationship between intra- and intersite interactions produces
a unique energy scale at T = 0. Alternatively, the antiferromagnetic correlations
responsible for coherence may in some cases have only a marginal effect on the
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quantities Cp, and X, so that although coherence is present, the thermodynamics is
dominated by single-ion Kondo behavior. Though experiments provide some evidence for free energy scaling, none of the specific issues considered, i.e. validity
of scaling physical properties and equality of various Gruneisen parameters, has
been established unambiguously. Given the importance of these issues, additional
theoretical and experimental work clearly is needed. Experimental short-comings
have been mentioned throughout and these need to be addressed. On the theoretical
side, very little has been done to calculate the temperature or volume dependence of
the local moment-conduction electron hybridization and of the'f-occupation number
(which has not been discussed at all but which could be important). How intersite
(RKKY) and intrasite (Kondo) interactions produce a band of heavy quasiparticles at low temperatures, characterized presumably by a single-energy scale, is, of
course, an outstanding question that deserves attention.
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